
P
ublic concerns about the proposal for the Woodfibre LNG
plant surfaced at Council meetings in Squamish (which
includes Woodfibre) and West Vancouver (which

doesn’t). But both municipalities border on Howe Sound, and
Howe Sounders are waking up to the threat of the re-
industrialization of their favourite inlet.

In Squamish, debate continues over whether a referendum
on the plant might be held at the time of municipal elections on
November 15. But at a West Vancouver Council meeting, a
resolution absolutely opposing the plant was passed
unanimously following a passionate appearance by a delegation.
However, it will be reconsidered in September; Council realized
that due process would really require that the company be given
an opportunity to appear.

The Woodfibre Proposal
The $1.7 billion Woodfibre LNG proposal is probably the
smallest, but also the first out of the blocks, of some fifteen
potential proposals which would liquefy BC’s fracked natural
gas and load it onto deep sea LNG tankers for export to China,
South Korea, and Japan. Woodfibre, near the head of Howe
Sound, is an industrially zoned old pulp mill site which can
accommodate deep sea shipping, is connected to the BCHydro
grid for industrial power supplies, and has an existing gas
pipeline. fifty miles of the pipeline could be twinned for extra
capacity to connect to Fortis’ main line.

The site is owned by Western Forest Products, and is covered
with many years of wood waste; its purchase by Woodfibre
Natural Gas Limited, which is part of the Pacific Oil and Gas
group of companies owned by an Indonesian tycoon, is
conditional on cleanup.

The gas supply is limited, which means that the LNG plant is
also limited, but it can be powered by available electricity. The
result would be a small liquefaction plant with a capacity of 2.1
million tonnes of LNG per year, but one that might be put in
service as early as 2017.

Early estimates indicate that it can load some 40 tankers per
year, and would employ about 100 regular staff (after a
construction period which might employ up to 500).

Squamish No Longer Industrial
Over the last few years, the Squamish community has devoted
a great deal of effort to evolve from a forest industry town to a

residential and recreation centre for visitors and travellers to
Whistler and interior BC. Its most recent attraction is the
gondola up Stawamus Chief, a massive rock formation at the
southern entrance, which has, in its first year, attracted large
crowds. Further, Squamish’s future has come to depend on
Howe Sound and Whistler/Garibaldi Park as scenic and
recreational features.

It is therefore not surprising that a development that reminds
Squamish of its industrial past should prove controversial. At
the Council meeting, Squamish Councillor Patricia Heintzman
put forward the proposal for a November 15 referendum vote. It
will be considered at a Council meeting August 19 (after Island
Tides goes to press).

Heintzman said that more than 100 Squamish residents
have ‘expressed concerns’ to her about the plant. 

The Council Chambers were packed, with the Fire Marshal
limiting attendance to 27. There were more people outside. My
Sea to Sky, a citizens’ group opposing the LNG plant, was
represented by Tracy Saxby: ‘How can you say ‘yes’ to this
project when you have a room full of people, and more than one
hundred people outside, that are saying no, we do not support
Woodfibre LNG project?’

She went on, ‘We also ask of the District of Squamish Council
that you pass a resolution of non-support for the provincial LNG
plan at the fall 2014 UBCM conference.’

Everyone’s Short Of Time
Faced with the necessity to tie down sales contracts, make
agreements with the BC government, obtain permits and
licenses, carry out design work, contract for ships, assemble
staff, and build facilities, Woodfibre LNG is very short of time.
Because of this, Byng Giraud, Woodfibre’s Vice President of
Corporate Affairs, says that November is too early for a vote,
because the company would not have time to present its case.

Woodfibre has made a considerable effort to make contact
with surrounding communities, but, alerted by other industrial
developments in Howe Sound, residents have been quick to
organize.

Chris Lewis, a Councillor with the Squamish First Nation,
says that the Woodfibre proposal is still under review. The
project falls within the traditional territory of the Skwxwú7mesh
or Squamish First Nation.
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Opposition grows to Woodfibre LNG- Patrick Brown



Rob Kirkham, Mayor of Squamish, says he would be willing
to consider town hall meetings about the Woodfibre project.

Public comments to the BC Environmental Assessment
Office were due by July 27. A July 17 Islands Trust letter (printed
in Island Tides August 7 edition) sought more extensive studies
on upstream GHG’s generated by production; the
effects of LNG tankers on the Howe Sound marine
environment, including potential impact of
explosion or fire from an LNG tanker in transit
and impacts on glass sponge reefs.

Meanwhile, In West
Vancouver

West Vancouver Council heard from Bowyer
Island resident  Eoin Finn, a retired KPMG
partner, who described himself as an ‘unlikely
LNG opponent’.  He noted that the Village of Lions
Bay and the Sunshine Coast Regional District opposed
LNG tankers in Howe Sound. 

Eighty transits a year, of what he described as 1,000 foot long
‘class A hazard’ ships, crossing BC Ferry routes, presented what
he termed ‘potentially lethal’ risks. He pointed out several areas
(‘exclusion zones’) in Howe Sound where LNG tankers would
need priority right-of-way over other vessels, including ferries,
working, and recreational craft.

Finn also raised a new consideration: that some 17,000
metric tonnes of chlorinated, desalinated water from gas-cooling
would be returned to the sound every hour. The water would be
warmed by 10ºC; this, he said, would turn Howe Sound into a

‘marine desert’.

John Weston Reacts
As stated above, West Vancouver Council finally passed a
motion to call on the federal government to ban LNG tankers in

Howe Sound. But Council will revisit the vote in September,
since there had been no opportunity for Woodfibre

LNG to make its case. John Weston, the
Conservative MP for West Vancouver–Sea to

Sky, claimed in a letter to West Vancouver
Council that they had not investigated the
Woodfibre proposal before opposing it.

He writes: ‘As a British Columbian, I am
also concerned about the environmental

impact of new industrial developments in our
jewel, the Howe Sound. However, before I

categorize this project as unsound for
environmental or safety reasons, I as a politician, or for

that matter, a taxpayer in this country, need to understand the
facts and have the input of experts.  

‘One of the greatest benefits we have had with our focus on
the environment is the ability to continuously improve and
become more efficient in the use of resources. As a result I am a
firm believer that the Environment is the Economy as I have
indicated many times in the House of Commons.’

And clarifying his position: ‘An LNG plant brings more high
valued long-term jobs to our riding than a gravel pit, a logging
project, or a garbage incinerator.’ 0
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‘…water from
gas-cooling would be

returned to the sound every
hour. The water would be
warmed by 10ºC; this, he
said, would turn Howe
Sound into a ‘marine

desert’. ’




